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Editor’s Note
Long-time readers of Translation Quarterly must have noticed
that, beginning with Issue 43, the journal has assumed a new look.
While the number of pages has not been reduced, the volume
weighs less heavily on the hands. We have chosen more stylish
covers, and the glossy white paper used will, it is hoped, be more
pleasing to the eye. At the same time, the Editors will work hard
to ensure that these improvements in aspects of material
production will be matched by the high quality of the articles to
be included in the journal.
The first article in this issue is a joint contribution by Zhang
Meifang and Lin Zuoshuai. Having spent considerable time in
Mainland China, Hong Kong and Macau, Zhang Meifang is
perhaps in a better position than most to comment on regional
stylistic differences in the translations produced by these
communities. Drawing on the methodology of discourse analysts,
she and her colleague present a wealth of examples which readers
of this journal will find engaging as well as exciting, to demonstrate
the special linguistic features of advertisement translation in Hong
Kong and Macau. The attention that the authors give to the “user”
of advertisements is a powerful corrective to much theoretical
translation research that loses sight of the pragmatic aspects of
the task.
“Pragmatics,” indeed, is the keyword to Shao Lu’s article
vi

on “constructivist translatology.” Currently a doctoral student at
the Department of English Language and Literature, Hong Kong
Baptist University, Shao advocates a new research model which
has advantages over, and will hopefully supersede, current
linguistic and poststructuralist approaches to translation.
Capitalizing on the “pragmatic turn” adumbrated by philosophers
like Austin, Searle, Quine and Davidson, constructivist
translatologists (Shao claims) aim to develop a paradigm of crosscultural communication that can reinvigorate Translation Studies.
Shao offers an insightful application of Jürgen Habermas’s
theories, and her article dazzles by its coverage of a wide range of
philosophical standpoints.
Nigel Reeves, who was named Honorary Fellow of the Hong
Kong Translation Society last winter, has shown his unflinching
support for the journal by contributing an article on influence/
reception studies. His insightful analysis of the English and
German translations of Bai Juyi’s poems, written jointly with Liu
Shusen and published in Issue 40, may still be fresh in our readers’
memories. Now he has returned to a country he knows very well—
Reeves is renowned for his English translations of Heinrich von
Kleist—and taken as his subject Bertolt Brecht, whose images of
China are already deeply etched in the German consciousness.
Recently retired from Aston University, Reeves continues to be
engaged in research on Chinese-German literary relationships. We
should all look forward to finding out more of what he has to say
vii

about this under-researched area.
The short article by Huang Wen-fan is a thought-provoking
contribution to the perennial discussion on how an EnglishChinese dictionary can be compiled specifically for literary
translators. It is the text of a speech Huang delivered on the
occasion of his being awarded an Honorary Fellowship by the
Hong Kong Translation Society in 2005.
Leo Chan
December 2007
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Abstract
Cantonese Features in Advertisement Translation in Hong Kong
and Macao (by Zhang Meifang and Lin Zuoshuai)
Commercial advertisements are an important channel for
enterprises to promote their images and products, while commercial
advertisement translation is a necessary means to expand the scope of
their publicity. Therefore, enterprises, as well as commercial
advertisement translators, employ all their skills in creating/translating
effective advertisements in order to attract the potential consumers’
attention. Commercial advertisements in the Hong Kong and Macao
Special Administrative Regions usually appear in two or three
languages: Chinese-English; Chinese-English-Portuguese. But,
embedded in the Chinese version of the advertisements used in
Cantonese-speaking areas are Cantonese expressions or features. This
paper is intended to explore the Cantonese features in commercial
advertisement translation and discuss possible factors behind them. It
will start from an overview of the components and textual
characteristics of advertisements, followed by an analysis of
advertisement headlines or slogans and their translations. Then a
discussion will be conducted on the findings and their implications.
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Abstract
Translation Studies: Towards a Constructivist Methodology (by
Shao Lu)
Philosophy is applicable to all disciplines, including that of
translation studies. Now with the turn of research focus from the
theoretical to the practical, there is a need to review all previous
approaches to translation and to develop new models of translation
studies from this perspective. Amidst recent disciplinary developments,
that of Constructive Translatology, which takes pragmatics as its basis,
is one such new model. Constructive Translatology regards translation
as the most important means of cross-cultural communication. Guided
mainly by Jürgen Habermas’s communication theory, it takes the
philosophy of the practical as its theoretical foundation, and John
Austin and John Searle’s theory of speech acts as its linguistic
foundation. It also pays attention to both the constitutional and
regulative rules of languages. In this light, the study of translation
will switch from a semantics-grammar model to a semantics-pragmatics
model. Its truth theory and rationalist theory will also change—from
the truth of correspondence to the truth of consensus, and from
instrumental reason to communicative reason. With all these changes,
20

Constructive Translatology aims to explore and develop a paradigm of
cross-cultural communication. Theoretically speaking, Habermas’s
theory of modernity—in a sense his critical theory in general—can be
characterized first by its effort at mediation between, and synthesis of,
different academic traditions and positions. This is, of course, not a
simplistic mixture. On the basis of the analysis of the methodological
features of Habermas’s theory of modernity, this paper concludes with
the following ways in which Habermas practices this mediation and
synthesis—by complementing universalism with particularism, by
combining the effort at categorical distinction with the effort at
categorical mediation, and by unifying theoretical interest with
practical interest.
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Bertolt Brecht and the Chinese
Literary Tradition:
From Translation to Inspiration
Nigel Reeves

Abstract
This paper examines the importance of the Chinese literary
tradition in the works of the German playwright and poet Bertolt
Brecht. An examination of a variety of genres—prose, poetry, drama—
reveals influences in Brecht’s work from Chinese writers as diverse as
the Tang poet Bai Juyi, the Yuan dramatist Li Xingdao, and the early
philosopher Mozi. The paper analyses the development of such
influence in Brecht’s work as moving from a focus on translation and
adaptation to a stage in which Chinese ethical values become more
fully incorporated into the writer’s moral outlook, providing
inspiration for complex dramatic explorations of human goodness.

Bertolt Brecht, born in 1898, was one of a long line of European
writers for whom the role of literature was to go beyond the portrayal of
society to seeking to change it. He had already begun to write as a
schoolboy but a decisive influence on his creative career was when, at the
very beginning of his university studies, initially of literature, then of
medicine, he was drafted into a military hospital in Augsburg. His father
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was a factory director, and he grew up, therefore, in a solid middle-class
environment. But from the outset young Brecht became fascinated by
life at the fringes of society and no doubt the hospital experience—it
was in the closing months of the First World War and he served in the
ward for soldiers with sexual diseases—gave him early insight both into
the horrors of war and into life outside the confines of respectable society.
His first play, Baal (1918), a sequence of wild, semi-lyrical scenes featuring
the excesses and fall of an uncontrollable hedonist, already heralded a
life-time interest in the individual who stands outside society, rebels against
it, or is excluded from it—Kragler, the soldier returned from the Front
in Drums in the Night, his second play (1919/1922), the Underworld
Community in The Threepenny Opera (1928), almost the whole population
of the get-rich-quick city in The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny
(1928-30), Grusche, the lone mother who fights to keep her adopted
child, in The Caucasian Chalk Circle (1938-48), Mutter Courage, the travelling
vendor for the military in the Thirty Years War in the play that bears her
name (1939-41), Shen Te, the good-hearted prostitute in The Good Woman
of Sezuan (1938-43), and Galileo Galilei in the play that also bears his
name (1938-47), the pioneering astronomer, who is driven to denying
his own discovery that the world rotates around the sun when he is
threatened with torture by the Inquisition of the Roman Catholic Church,
which insists that the Earth is the fixed centre of the Universe. In all
these plays the main figures are or become outsiders and it is their plight
which reveals the rottenness of society, the hypocrisy, the corruption,
the violence, both personal and political.
Even before Brecht began his thorough study of Karl Marx’s Das
Kapital around 1926, we can identify a fundamental theme in his work:
that even the most socially despised characters, the deserter, the gangster,
the prostitute, can have more humanity than the conventional and
apparently law-abiding citizens who scorn and condemn them. Indeed,
45
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as Brecht’s theatrical practice develops in the 1920s and 1930s and
becomes crystallised in his theories of stagecraft, especially his renowned
concept of the Alienation Effect, “der Verfremdungseffekt” (“V-Effekt”),
he focuses on using the stage—and his poetry—to give his audiences
insight into the mechanics of evil in society. To achieve this he had to
distance his audiences from their familiar world, and show them that
what was familiar was not necessarily good.
It was his search for material and views from outside conventional
European life that probably engendered his early and lasting fascination
with East Asia. The use of foreign settings—or “exotic” settings, as they
were often considered—in order to illuminate social distortions in the
home country, (“exotikos”, the Greek, literally meaning from outside
the homeland), was a technique practised as early as two centuries before
by the French philosopher and social historian, Montesquieu. He had
invented a set of quasi-Persian characters in his Lettres Persanes (actually
bearing Turkish names!) to criticise the corruption and misdemeanours
of the court of Louis XIV without incurring the wrath of the authorities.
However, unlike Montesquieu, and this is a key difference, Brecht also
embraced some of the values of his new setting—of Chinese traditional
ethics as he understood them, those of Confucius, of Laozi and of
Buddha.
But Brecht would have been unable to gain access to the writings
that inspired him without reading them in translation, while he himself
built on translations to create fresh works. The first evidence of this
interest in East Asian literature and thought is the didactic play from
1930, Der Jasager (The Yes-Sayer). This short drama is based on the Japanese
Nô-play, Taniko, by Zenchiku (1405-1468). [1] It had appeared in 1921 in
a collection of Nô-plays translated into English by Arthur Waley and
then further translated into German for Brecht by his collaborator,
Elisabeth Hauptmann. [2] Brecht’s Taniko (or “Cast into the Abyss”) tells
46
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the story of a lost expeditionary group close to death by starvation. A
boy allows himself to be thrown to his death from a precipice to enable
the remaining food to suffice for the survival of the other members.
This uncompromising piece already takes up one of the core themes
that Brecht had found in his understanding of Chinese and other early
East Asian ethical philosophies: the value of selflessness even to the
ultimate point of self-sacrifice. A belief in innate human goodness
becomes one of Brecht’s central, motivating convictions. When he had
to flee from Germany in the early 1930s to avoid arrest and probable
execution by the Nazi regime, living for some years in Denmark, he took
with him a little Buddha-like figurine symbolising the god of contentment,
contentment that derives from both self-sufficiency and from helpfulness.
Brecht is known world-wide as a dramatist and certainly in Germanspeaking countries as a poet, but he also wrote short stories, anecdotes
and aphorisms. They enabled him over the years to articulate and assemble
reflections and insights into ethical questions. One such collection began
to be published soon after his didactic play, Der Jasager, and was a sequence
of short comic episodes entitled Die Geschichten des Herrn Keuner (The Herr
Keuner Stories) (1930-56). [3] The name “Keuner” is a play on the German
for “no-one” (Keiner) and the stories illustrate the value of modesty,
unpretentiousness and even poverty. In their presentation as a dialogue
they reflect Brecht’s reading at the time of the Chinese philosopher
Zhuangzi. [4]
This strand of Brecht’s work continued through the mid 1930s
with a further book of short prose pieces, the Buch der Wendungen (The
Book of Sayings) in which another Chinese philosopher’s influence is
central, that of “Mê Ti”—i.e. Mo Di or Mozi. [5] We know that Brecht
had read the complete translated works of Mo Di and his disciples,
published in 1922 by Alfred Forke, a Berlin University professor. [6] Mo
Di lived a generation after Confucius and was highly critical that Confucian
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precepts guiding personal life had solidified into what amounted to a
state religion. Brecht’s title, Buch der Wendungen, echoes the title of one of
the canonical Five Classics, Yi Jing or I Ching, which had become known
in Germany through its publication in 1924 under the title Das Buch der
Wandlungen (The Book of Transformations). [7] It was also in this period that
Brecht began to write a fragmentary narrative (1933-35) which became
known later as the Tui-Roman (Tui-Novel), another loose collection of
anecdotes and short stories of a comic, satirical and didactic nature set
in China—or rather Chima as it is called. [8] Certainly the philosophical
inspiration of this work was more closely related to China than
Montesquieu’s Lettres Persanes had been related to the intellectual legacy
of Persia, but China was a source of ideas and materials with which
Brecht felt affinity through his reading, rather than serving as areas for
his further scholarly investigation. These short pieces showed,
nevertheless, some insight into what was actually happening in China in
the later 1930s, for the Buch der Wendungen reveals a strong Marxian flavour:
the anecdotes often praise social equality, attack a mode of production
that benefits only the few and use general Marxian terms such as
“Ausbeutung” (“exploitation”), “Ungleichheit” (“inequality”) and
“Unterdrückung” (“oppression”). They discuss class warfare, division
of labour, and changes in methods of production. [9] Brecht had devoted
himself to an intensive study of Marx in the mid to late 1920s, reading
his pre-eminent work, Das Kapital. Marx understood capitalism as a stage
in a long-term economic development from agrarian economies, through
feudalism and the emergence of the nation state into indiscriminate
industrialisation based on imperialist sourcing of raw materials, on
urbanisation and on factory production, a process that led to and required
the emergence of an uprooted and exploited class of workers comprising
former farm labourers and de-skilled craftsmen that would become
explosive in its discontent. Marx’s historical analysis exercised a profound
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influence on Brecht. But the Keuner stories and the Buch der Wendungen in
their distanced reflective nature, point to a development in Brecht’s
thinking away from a fascination with violence towards a desire for an
alternative, meditative way of life. He moves beyond the explosive anger
and the desire to shock his bourgeois audience that are obvious in the
early play, Baal, and then in the satires of grotesque capitalist expansion
in The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny, where the search for gold,
whisky and sex are the dominating but self-destructive social forces. [10]
For while The Threepenny Opera had displayed the excesses of the first
major international city of the capitalist era, London, its depiction of
the Underworld and its inhabitants is benign. [11]
The use of music and song, the compositions of his collaborator,
Kurt Weill, have made both The Threepenny Opera (based on John Gay’s
18th century work, The Beggar’s Opera) and Mahagonny world-wide hits.
Indeed Brecht became arguably the greatest modern exponent of the
ancient Roman precept, formulated by Horace, that art should both
delight but also instruct, that it should entertain but in entertaining it
should instil ethical awareness, a view that I believe—though Nô experts
may contest this—also informs the Japanese Nô-play. Does an audience
of these works of Brecht see the affinity between the profit motive of
capitalism and the no-holds-barred behaviour of the unscrupulous in a
period of rapidly developing wealth? Brecht’s thinly disguised picture of
the United States in the 1920s, Mahagonny, touched on matters of extreme
importance and urgency. Could legislation tame the desire for wealth so
that the vulnerable were protected, wealth creation could still prosper
and a maximum number benefit? Students of American history of the
1920s and 1930s will recognise the challenge and the bitter tensions and
how they were resolved in the New Deal. In Europe the situation was
still more complex. The First World War concluded with the demoralising
defeat of Germany. Despite reparations there was a brief interlude when
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the German economy began to recover—only to collapse in the late
1920s, causing massive unemployment. Totalitarianism emerged in the
form of Nazism in Germany and Brecht had to flee for his life—first to
Denmark and then, as a Second World War seemed imminent, to the
United States.
Yet in the midst of this turmoil Brecht intensified his interest in
Chinese ethical philosophy as an alternative approach to violence. When
he was interviewed by a Copenhagen journalist in March 1934 about his
future literary plans he said it was to develop what he called the storytelling kind of drama that had been practised in Chinese theatre for
thousands of years. [12] Certainly this concept may be associated with the
idea that literature can entertain but also have a message, the “moral of
the story”.
In 1935 Brecht visited Moscow. There a key event occurred. In
March of that year he attended a performance of traditional Chinese
theatre performed and directed by the renowned actor Mei Lanfang.
Intensive discussion with Mei Lanfang followed and in 1936 Brecht
published a seminal theoretical work, Verfremdungseffekte in der chinesischen
Schauspielkunst (Alienation Effects in the Art of Chinese Acting). [13] What Brecht
had witnessed appeared to exemplify the innovative approach that he
was already exploring. Brecht states that Chinese theatre re-enacts on
the stage well-known stories demonstrating fundamental ethical points.
He claims that unlike in the European tradition founded on Aristotle’s
theory of tragedy, there is no intention in Chinese theatre to draw the
audience into a sense of identification with the central characters so that
they experience the same feelings and through this empathetic process
undergo a “catharsis” or cleansing of their own personal emotions.
Rather, Chinese theatre is a demonstration of human behaviour presented
as a story on stage—hence the role of the Speaker in Peking Opera, who
informs the audience of the events and their sequence. To avoid audience
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identification, Brecht states, the stage is revealed as just a stage, not some
other world that starts behind the proscenium arch. The actors are just
actors, not the characters. They put on their make-up and don masks
and other symbols while actually on the stage, in order—so Brecht
argues—to break down any illusion that this is the real world. This key
essay and interpretation of Chinese theatre—specifically of Peking
Opera—was to shape Brecht’s own theatrical practice.
Surviving the Second World War in the United States, Brecht
returned in 1948 to Germany, not however to the Western Federal
Republic. He had already been threatened by the US Commission on
Anti-American Activities for his Marxian and allegedly Marxist beliefs.
Brecht went instead to the German Democratic Republic. In 1954 the
East Berlin theatre with which he had been associated in the 1930s, Das
Theater am Schiffbauerdamm, was made available to him and to his wife
and principal actress, Helene Weigel, as their own theatrical headquarters.
Brecht was also provided with the financial means to establish his own
troupe of actors. Between this time and his early death in 1956, Brecht
directed the great plays of his career, which had previously had to be
performed outside Germany. He was able to realise his own ideas on
acting and on stagecraft, which centred on the principle of the Alienation
Effect. So important to him were his innovative techniques that he
compiled an illustrated handbook on his productions under the title
Theaterarbeit (Theatre Work). One might argue that Mei Lanfang, actor and
director, had been a model for the teamwork approach adapted in the
Theater am Schiffbauerdamm, and which he recorded in the handbook
in text and photographs. [14]
But before we look at some of the masterpieces performed on the
Schiffbauerdamm, and at the inspiration derived for them from Asian
and Chinese models, we must consider an earlier milestone in the influence
of Chinese literature on his work. In 1938 Brecht had been given a copy
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of Arthur Waley’s major translation, One Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems.
First published in England in 1918 it had been a huge success and had
been re-printed many times. [15] A significant part of this collection was
devoted to translations or rather versions of poems by the 9th century
poet, Bai Juyi (or Po Chü-I as Waley called him). Bai Juyi had been a
daring critic of Imperial China, castigating militarism and indicating the
appalling loss of human life and livelihood caused by war. Waley
recognised in Bai Juyi’s moral commitment the teachings of Confucius.
But Waley was not impressed by the obviously didactic poems, or at least
claimed not to be, and argued that many had no moral at all.
Interestingly this does not emerge from a reading of Waley’s
translations and it may be that in making this statement in the Preface to
the anthology he sought to protect himself from criticism. 1918 was a
sensitive time: there had been a loss of life on an unimaginable scale in
the War and many, if not most people, in Britain clung to the idea of
heroism—the bravery and selfless sacrifice of countless soldiers in the
name of patriotism.
If Waley, the translator, was a covert critic of war, Brecht was an
open critic who had to leave his country in order to speak out. And
Brecht shared with Bai Juyi profound sympathy for the poorest sections
of society, the migrant workers in the cities and the deprived farm
labourers. I have made a detailed comparison of some of Bai Juyi’s poems
and mapped their transformation through Waley to the more sharply
polemical versions written by Brecht in another article that has recently
appeared in Translation Quarterly. [16] To illustrate the kind of transformation
taking place in Brecht’s versions of Waley’s translations, I shall here take
one particularly striking example. Waley called the poem “The Big Rug”
and it consists of a mere four lines:
That so many of the poor should suffer from cold what can we do
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to prevent?
To bring warmth to a single body is not much use.
I wish I had a big rug ten thousand feet long.
Which at one time could cover up every inch of the City. [17]

Almost an epigram in its brevity, the poem makes a stark point:
the poor of the City who cannot afford to buy warm clothes or heat
their homes are suffering in the winter cold. No-one seems to be able to
do anything about it. The idea of some huge rug or blanket to cover an
entire city is preposterous, a desperate suggestion. Bai Juyi’s longer original
is also stark. The poet compares his own contentment, sitting in the
winter sunshine wrapped in a warm new coat and sleeping warmly at
night beneath it, with the cries for help that he imagines he can hear
uttered by the farming poor. The following is the original Chinese text,
with an accompanying word-for-word English transcription:

Newly/make/silk/jacket/completed/affected/so/had/intone
Water/wave/pattern/jacket/made/newly/completed,
Silk/soft/floss/even/warm/also/light.
Morning/rise/enjoy/wrap/facing/sun/sit,
Evening/out/should/wrap/round/tread/snow/walk.
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Crane/cloak/feather/scanty/not/real/help,
Kapok/flower/cold/gain/hollow/reputation.
Feel/happily contented/often/joy/approach/night,
Lie/properly/drowsily/sleep/till/dawn.
Common people/majority/cold/nothing/accessible/rescue,
Single/body/alone/warm/mean/what/feeling.
Heart/central/for/think/farmers/sericulturists/hardship,
Ear/inside/seem/hear/hungry/frozen/cries.
Wish/gain/enormous/fur cloak/long/ten thousand/feet,
With/you/all/cover/Luoyang/city. [18]

In its brevity Waley’s version arguably lacks the contrast and the
drama of the original. Brecht, however, knew only Waley’s four lines. It
is as if he sensed how Waley had truncated the poem and he provides a
dramatic setting for the epigrammatic statement, the sardonic response
of a ruler who knows the plight of the poor in winter and does not care,
so ludicrously callous is his reply to the poet’s question:
Der Gouverneur, von mir befragt, was nötig wäre
Den Frierenden in unsrer Stadt zu helfen
Antwortete: Eine Decke, zehntausend Fuß lang,
Die die ganzen Vorstädte einfach zudeckt. [19]
The Governor, questioned by me, about what was needed
To help those in our city who were freezing,
Replied: A blanket, ten thousand feet long,
Simply covering the whole of the outer districts. [Translation mine]

The implication that the plight of the poor could not be changed
and that the rulers are only interested in keeping the status quo is overt.
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Brecht’s version—we can hardly call it a translation—was published in
Moscow while Brecht himself went into exile through an initial refuge in
Denmark on to the safety of the United States. Physical emigration was
the only salvation.
Brecht now seems to have entered a phase where he found his
major source of comfort in Chinese wisdom. Leaving danger does not
mean resignation. His poem of 1939 “Die Legende von der Entstehung
des Buches Taoteking auf dem Weg des Laotse in die Emigration” (“The
Legend of how Laozi wrote his book Daodejing on his way into
emigration”) takes up this issue. [20] At the age of seventy Laozi is forced
to leave his home country as evil forces begin to overwhelm forces for
the Good. When he reaches the border the customs officer asks what
valuables he has to declare. The disciple accompanying him replies “Keine
… er hat gelehrt” — “none … he was a teacher”. The customs officer
becomes interested and asks what he taught. The disciple replies that
water will gradually wear down the hardest stone. The customs officer’s
interest turns to fascination and he asks Laozi to write “wer wen besiegt?”
— “who conquers whom?”. They stay in the customs officer’s little home
and write for seven full days. At the end of the week the disciple gives
the customs officer eighty-one sayings, “for courtesy’s sake”. And he
thanks the customs officer for asking, “Denn man muß den Weisen seine
Weisheit erst entreißen” — “You see you have to drag wisdom out of a
wise man”. Poetry is, then, the transmitter of ideas in a powerful and
memorable way and can reach the humblest of men.
In the same year of 1939 Brecht had been working on one of his
greatest dramas, Der gute Mensch von Sezuan, [21] The Good Woman of Sichuan.
The Chinese setting is obvious from the title. And as the title also indicates,
human goodness is part of the central theme.
The story is this. The heavens have decreed that unless a single
good person can be found on earth the world should come to an end.
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Three gods come down in the guise of human beings in search of at
least one such person. Their first encounter is with Wang, a water-seller,
who initially seems helpful and decent until they discover that his cup
has a false bottom and only gives part measure. They ask Wang to find
them a room for the night. None of the people Wang asks is willing—
nor do they believe that the three are gods. Only one person is prepared
to help and that is a prostitute, Shen Te, who allows them to stay in her
room. When they thank her for having proved their belief in human
goodness she tells them that she is penniless and confesses the trade she
plies to try and survive. It is impossible for her to live without breaking
at least some of the commandments, she admits. After some deliberation
the gods agree that it would be reasonable for them to have paid for
their overnight stay. To her amazement she finds that she receives a
thousand dollars in silver. Shen Te then decides to begin a respectable
profession and buys herself a tobacco shop. She rapidly discovers that
the shop has very few customers and the woman who sold it to her is the
first of a succession of swindlers and spongers who come to beg money
from her, some seeking accommodation, others cigarettes. The previous
owner’s creditors arrive demanding that they be paid the money owed
them. Shen Te is moved by all of them, touched by their plight. A whole
family without work descends upon her and even starts smoking the
remaining stock. Shen Te then vanishes and in her place appears her
male cousin, Shui Ta. Shui Ta is a businessman. He rejects all the
preposterous demands for support and for payment imposed on Shen
Te because she is soft-hearted. Shui Ta gets the squatter family to work
for him in lieu of rent. And when asked by one of those who had taken
advantage of Shen Te’s goodness, he quotes a four-line verse, claiming it
to be a thousand years old. Those lines are a variation on the four lines
that make up the separately published epigrammatic poem “The Big Rug”
and in Shui Ta’s mouth the harsh cynicism demanded of those surviving
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the capitalist system comes to summarise the contrast between goodness
that will condemn its exponent to ruin and the hard bargains driven by
the successful businessman, the survivor. [22]
But Shui Ta has a decisive human weakness. He is in fact Shen Te
in disguise and Shen Te discovers that she is pregnant by her selfish
consort, Sun, whose only concern is to get hold of enough money from
Shen Te to leave her and start a career as a pilot. Her double existence
cannot continue. And to add to the crisis Shui Ta is accused of murdering
Shen Te, who has, of course, disappeared. The water-seller, Wang,
implores the gods to step in. Yet they simply conclude that they should
abandon the world to its wickedness, to the destruction of nature by
industry and to self-destruction in war. Expectations of morality are
futile, they say—human life is just a struggle “um das nackte Leben zu
retten”, “to save naked existence”. [23] The only lingering hope lies in
Shen Te, “the good woman”. They appear on the stage as judges,
appointed to try Shui Ta for the abduction and alleged murder of his
cousin and the theft of her tobacco business. A trial is held. One by one
the neighbours and employees of the tobacco factory, believing that
they know what statement would be of personal advantage to themselves,
declare that Shui Ta is honest and a man of principle. On the other hand
the spongers, whom Shui Ta had driven out, complain that he was an
exploiter whereas Shen Te had helped them. Shui Ta is gradually forced
into a corner as more of them give witness to Shen Te’s goodness, while
she, of course, does not and cannot appear at the trial.
Shui Ta asks the divine judges to allow him to speak to them in
private. He removes his mask, pulls off his suit, reveals “himself” to be
Shen Te and confesses.
Euer einstiger Befehl
Gut zu sein und doch zu leben
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Zerriß mich wie ein Blitz in zwei Hälften – Ich
Weiß nicht, wie es kam: gut sein zu andern
Und zu mir konnte ich nicht zugleich.
Andern und mir zu helfen, war mir zu schwer.
Ach, eure Welt ist schwierig! Zu viel Not, zu viel Verzweiflung!
Die Hand, die dem Elenden gereicht wird,
Reißt er einem gleich aus!
………………………………. Zu schenken
War mir eine Wollust. Ein glückliches Gesicht
Und ich ging wie auf Wolken.
Verdammt mich: alles, was ich verbrach,
Tat ich, meinen Nachbarn zu helfen,
Meinen Geliebten zu lieben und
Meinen kleinen Sohn vor dem Mangel zu retten.
Für eure großen Pläne, ihr Götter,
War ich armer Mensch, zu klein.
“Your commandment to be good and yet to survive
Tore me apart as if I had been struck by a thunderbolt.
I do not know how it came to it but I could not be good
To others and good to myself. To help others and to help myself
Was too difficult. Your world is hard! Too much misery, too much
Despair! Those who hold out a hand to the suffering get it torn off …
Giving was a delight. A happy face
And I was walking on clouds.
Condemn me: I committed all my crimes to help my neighbours,
To love my betrothed and to rescue my little son from starvation.
For your great plan, O gods, I, poor wretch, was too small.” [24]
[Translation mine]
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The wretched Shen Te’s cry “Etwas muß falsch sein an eurer Welt”
— “there must be something wrong with your world” is ignored. [25]
Blissfully closing their ears to the force of what she says the first god
declares that she is the “Good Person” they were seeking, “the bearer of
a little lamp in the cold and gloom”. [26] She is abandoned. An old couple
who appealed for help are left with no livelihood, the water-carrier Wang
is left with his paralysed hand, and she, Shen Te, is torn between the
faithless Sun whom she loves and a barber who desires her hand in
marriage, with a son about to be born and no remaining money.
As the gods vanish into a rosy sky Shen Te cries out that she still
needs her cousin and they reply, “well, then, not too often, not more
than once a month!”. [27] The gods are happy they’ve found their one
good person on earth and vanish in triumphant song, leaving Shen Te—
and the world—to its fate. It will be the world of the Shui Ta’s, of the
ruthless.
An epilogue spoken by one of the actors tells the audience to reflect
on what they have seen, that all questions remain but that there must be
a solution. Does it lie in a different human race, or in a different world?
Surely the audience can find a solution, a happy ending. There must be
one— “muß, muß, muß” — “must, must, must”. [28]
As the audience is challenged to reflect upon the dramatic events
we are reminded of the purpose behind the Alienation Effect: to distance
the audience emotionally from the characters and to consider the processes
they have observed. Is this effective? In performances I have seen the
effect is closer to that of a tragedy—human beings trapped in a cruel
world of their own making, the heroine displaying both culpable weakness
and nobility and suffering from the fate in which she has enmeshed herself.
Shen Te’s tragedy is that she is too good. Considering the outcome from
the perspective of this paper, Brecht has transposed his understanding
of an ancient Chinese ethical ideal into the European tradition of tragedy.
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Or should we understand the play from a Marxian point of view?
Drama in the service of social change? Certainly the brilliant theatrical
effect of splitting Shen Te into the Good Woman and yet also the harsh
capitalist, Shui Ta, embodies on the stage the Alienation of the human
individual from itself in a capitalist society—using the Marxian term,
“die Entfremdung” that Brecht saw in society and attributed to the raw
greed engendered by the nature of capitalism. Shen Te has to separate
herself from her good heart, from her true self as a kind-hearted woman
and mother, and adopt the ruthlessness of Shui Ta to survive, yet it is an
experiment that fails. The gods have abandoned the world. It is here that
we observe the intimate link between Brecht’s adoption of the Chinese
concept of goodness as an intrinsic human quality and his Marxian
persuasion. This is a world without a God. Hope has to lie within human
beings themselves beyond or outside the distortions caused by the social
order. But is this hope doomed?
Here, we have moved beyond Bertolt Brecht’s encounter with the
ethical teachings of the great Chinese Teachers through translated texts,
beyond Brecht’s own re-creations of ancient Chinese poetry exemplified
in his Six Chinese Poems based upon texts by Bai Juyi and transmitted
through Arthur Waley’s translations into English. Der gute Mensch von Sezuan
is not just set in a quasi-Chinese locality, chosen simply in order to distance
the audience from more immediate emotional involvement with the
characters and especially with the heroine. The selflessness displayed by
Shen Te was inspired by Brecht’s reading of Chinese ethical philosophy.
The stage techniques, the use of Wang, the water-carrier, as a narrator
and commentator as well as a participant, remind us of Brecht’s crucial
experience of Mei Lanfang’s Peking Opera. The mask that Shen Te puts
on in order to disguise herself as the harsh capitalist, Shui Ta, is Brecht’s
variant on another stagecraft feature of Peking Opera. Yet it is also a
feature of European drama, most obviously in the Commedia del Arte
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tradition, or frequently in Shakespeare, where one need only think of
Bottom the Weaver performing the part of the ass in the play within the
play of a Midsummer Night’s Dream. In Schiller’s tragedy Die Verschwörung
des Fiesco zu Genoa (Fiesco’s Conspiracy in Genoa) (1783), assuming a false
personality, initially for the sake of achieving political liberty in a tyrannical
city state, but then losing oneself behind a metaphorical mask, becomes
the central theme. [29] We need, then, to speak of an artistic process in
Brecht that could be called symbiosis, the fruitful growing together of
original creative ideas and aspirations with stimulating external sources.
And indeed some of Brecht’s later plays, arguably the majority performed
in his East Berlin Theatre on the Schiffbauerdamm, were adaptations of
existing works for a new purpose, Gorky’s Die Mutter (The Mother) (1933
and 1938) [30] and Jakob Michael Lenz’s Der Hofmeister (The Tutor) to name
just two. [31]
The palpable division of self and the conflict between greedy selfinterest and selflessness is the central theme of another of Brecht’s major
late plays, Der Kaukasische Kreidekreis, [32] (The Caucasian Chalk Circle) (1949,
1954). First performed in 1948 Brecht had been inspired by a play written
by Klabund entitled Der Kreidekreis and produced for the stage in Frankfurt
in 1925 by Max Reinhardt. Klabund’s play is sub-titled “from the Chinese”
and is based on the play by the Yuan dynasty writer Li Xingdao (also
written Li Hsing-Tao). It had been translated into French by St Julien in
1832 and then into German by Wollheim Da Fonseca in 1876. [33] This
was the version used by Klabund but Alfred Forke had published a more
accurate translation in 1926. [34]
As a rebellion breaks out in the Caucasian country of Grusinien,
the wife of the governor who had been executed by the mob, is ordering
her servants to load up a carriage with several trunks of her best clothes.
More intent on rescuing these possessions than looking after her baby
son, Michel, she escapes leaving her child behind in the arms of the
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maid, Grusche. Though penniless, Grusche flees the burning city with
little Michel, the Governor’s heir. The rebels are determined to find the
child and kill him but Grusche manages to keep him safe, even when
refused shelter by the local peasants, and by dressing him in shabby clothes
and claiming he is her own child, she brings him unharmed to her brother’s
house. There she is forced into marriage with a stranger by her relatives
for the sake of respectability. But with the rebellion quelled, Grusche
meets her betrothed, returned from the war. When he discovers she has
a child he abandons her. She is then accused by the Governor’s wife and
by the victorious military, who have put down the rebellion, of having
abducted the child. The matter is brought to trial before the eccentric,
wine-swilling judge, Azdak, who has only received the robe of office by
chance in the confusion of war. But beneath the unconventional exterior,
the apparent corruption and the extraordinary methods he employs in
his investigations, Azdak has profound humanity. He rapidly perceives
the true nature of the situation and decrees that the dispute over the
child, whether it is truly Grusche’s or that of the wealthy Governor’s
wife, should be decided thus: a chalk circle is drawn. The child is placed
in the middle, each of the two women in dispute is to take one of the
child’s hands. Whoever pulls the child out of the circle will be permitted
to keep him. Fearful that little Michel will be injured or even lose his arm,
Grusche is unable to hold fast. She lets him go. Azdak then declares to
the amazed onlookers and to the Governor’s wife, who swoons, that
Grusche has shown herself to be the true mother, while the inheritance
will go to the city so that a children’s playground can be built. And
seemingly by chance, instead of granting a divorce to two quarrelsome
old people who had brought their case to his court at the same time,
Azdak overlooks them and grants a divorce to Grusche from the peasant
she had been compelled to marry when seeking refuge. [35]
It is an outcome very different from that of Der Gute Mensch von
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Sezuan, which, as I have suggested, bears the hallmark of a tragedy. In
both dramas the value of humanity, of good-heartedness are paramount.
In The Caucasian Chalk Circle, goodness wins. Perhaps the two plays could
be seen as twin works, The Caucasian Chalk Circle, the happy counterpart.
What of the Alienation Effect? Brecht inserts a Singer as narrator to
introduce the situation and to comment on the events as they unfold.
The drama is presented as the enactment of a narrative. Thus it is
“Episches Drama”, Epic Theatre. And as a play more in the tradition of
serious comedy, as far as dramatic theory is concerned, the concept of
catharsis does not apply. Indeed if we were to seek a forerunner to The
Caucasian Chalk Circle it would be Heinrich von Kleist’s comedy Der
Zerbrochene Krug (1808) —The Broken Jug, which also features a semi-comic
trial to establish who broke a plaintiff’s valuable jug, with the proceedings
overseen by a shrewd village judge, Adam, who appears to tolerate no
humbug. Yet, he too is corrupt, and as the trial unfolds it emerges that it is
not only a question of a broken jug, but of the lost virginity of the daughter
of the house, Eve. I need hardly add, given their names, that it emerges
within the trial overseen by Adam, that he is himself the culprit, having
knocked over the jug when leaving Eve’s room deep in the night. [36]
In his years of exile Brecht had to travel light. But he took with
him a rolled Chinese painting, which he would hang on his wall wherever
he was. [37] It depicted the man who questioned all, Der Zweifler (The
Doubter). He also treasured a little Chinese lion carved from the root of
a tea-bush. The picture reminded him that all apparent truth had to be
examined, not taken at face value. The lion reminded him of his own
poetry, indeed we might say of his entire work:
“Auf einen Chinesischen Teewurzellöwen”
“Die Schlechten fürchten deine Klaue,
Die Guten freuen sich deiner Grazie.”
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Derlei
Hörte ich gern
Von meinem Vers. [38]
“On a Chinese Tea-bush Root”
“Evil men fear your claws
Good men delight in your grace.”
That is what
I would love to hear said
Of my verse.

[Translation mine]

Like his rolled picture, Chinese literature accompanied Brecht
throughout his years of exile and before. Translation opened to him a
source of inspiration that would otherwise have evaded him. One of his
central techniques as dramatist and poet was to build on existing works
and reshape them. In his Six Chinese Poems we see subtle transformations,
changes of emphasis within what is still ostensibly a translation. In his
dramas he both develops his own version of the Japanese Nô tradition
in the early didactic plays such as Der Jasager and then decisively evolves
his own theory and practice of “The Alienation Effect”, inspired by the
theatrical work of Mei Lanfang. He uses material of Chinese origin for
two of his greatest plays, Der Gute Mensch von Sezuan, and Der Kaukasische
Kreidekreis, the first set in a fictive Sichuan. He has gone beyond translation
to works inspired by his acquaintance with Chinese thought. At the heart
of those works, both the originals and his own, is a core concept that he
embraced in dark times, “in finsteren Zeiten” as he himself called them.
That concept he found in the great Chinese philosophers, in Confucius,
in Laozi, in Mo Di. It was that of selflessness, of goodness. He hoped
and believed that in the face of all adversity, goodness would conquer.
Or in the words of his poem on Laozi in emigration,
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“Daß das weiche Wasser in Bewegung
Mit der Zeit den mächtigen Stein besiegt.
Du verstehst, das Harte unterliegt.” [39]
“That gentle water in motion
In time will conquer mighty stone.
You understand: what is hard is defeated.”
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Abstract
A Proposal on the Compilation of an English-Chinese Dictionary
of Literary Translation (by Huang Wen-fan)
The following essay is based on a lecture delivered by the
author in 2005 when he was named an Honorary Fellow by the
Hong Kong Translation Society. Making reference to existing
dictionaries and lexicographical aids, he advances his personal views
on the difficulties in compiling an English-Chinese dictionary of
literary translation, as well as ways of overcoming them. Actual
examples of how specific entries can be prepared, culled from a wide
range of texts, are included for illustrative purposes.
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[1]

69

[2]

[3]

8,289
57.9%

4,800

[4]

2,358

2,578

2,738
70

colloquial speech
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artificial
colloquial
[5]

Diana is Dead
die

[6]

death

dead

decease

You are making fun of me all the time.
Don’t meddle with somebody else’s business.
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(1) Oh, ask not why and wherefore she is grieved,
For loving spring, her heart is torn
That it should have arrived without a warning,
And just as noiselessly is gone. [7]
(2) I know not why my heart’s so strangely sad,
Half grieving for the spring and yet half glad;
Glad that it came, grieved it so soon was spent.
So soft it came, so silently it went! [8]

(1) Oh, that I might take winged flight to heaven,
With these beauties in my trust!
T’were better I buried you undefiled,
Than let them trample you to dust.
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(2) And then I wished that I had wings to fly
After the drifting flowers across the sky:
Across the sky to the world’s farthest end,
The flowers’ last fragrant resting-place to find.

(1) Now I take the shovel and bury your scented breath,
wondering when my turn shall be.
Let me be silly and weep atop your grave,
For next year who will bury me?
(2) Can I, that these flowers’ obsequies attend,
Divine how soon or late my life will end?
Let others laugh flower-burial to see:
Another year who will be burying me?
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If the scholar be not
grave, he will not call forth any veneration, and his learning will not
be solid. [9]

[10]

define, and your reader
gets a silhouette; illustrate, and he has it ‘in the round’

[11]
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[12]

if

[13]

[14]

illustrative quotation
if

He sent forth a dove from him, to see if the waters were abated.
(Gen. xiii: 8)
8:
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8
8: 8

Declare if thou knowest it all. (Job xxxviii: 18)
38: 18
38: 18

If thou be the sonne of God, command that these stones be made
bread. (Matt. IV: 3)
4:
3
4: 3

No, Bolingbroke, If ever I were Traitor, My name be blotted from
the booke of Life. (Richard II I.III: 201)
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I have a dream today
[17]

Jonathan Green
Chasing the Sun: Dictionar y Makers and the
Samual Johnson

Dictionaries They Made

The
Dictionary of The English Lauguage
But these were the dreams of a poet doomed at last to wake a
lexicographer … and that thus to pursue perfection was, like the first
inhabitants of Arcadia, to chase the sun, which, when they had reached
the hill where he seemed to rest, was still beheld at the same distance
from them. [18]
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Les Belles Infidèles:
Adaptation and/as Translation in
Late Nineteenth-Century Japan
Leo Tak-hung Chan

J. Scott Miller. Adaptations of Western Literature in Meiji Japan. New York:
Palgrave, 2001. pp. x + 180. ISBN: 0-312-23995-5.

Western scholars of translation, mindful of the pitfalls of
Eurocentrism, have often pointed out the lack of understanding of, as
well as the dearth of available information on, non-Western translation
traditions. In this light, J. Scott Miller’s Adaptations of Western Literature in
Meiji Japan must be seen to have filled an important niche. Its focus is on
the mid-Meiji translation scene, and specific attention is paid to three
hon’anmono (adaptive) texts: Gurando-shi den Yamato busho (Grant’s Life, in
Japanese) by Kanagaki Robun; San’yutei Encho’s Eikoku koshi (Dutiful
English Son), an adaptation of the Victorian writer Charles Reade’s novel
Hard Cash; and the rewriting of the American melodramatic novel The
False Friend as Futagokoro (Two Hearts) by the renowned Japanese translator
of Shakespeare, Tsubouchi Shoyo. All three works, published between
1879 and 1897, appeared during a time that saw many Japanese translations
of Western literature cast in an adaptive, or transformational, mode.
The first of these is a biography of General Ulysses S. Grant, the
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ex-President of the United States who paid a visit to Japan and had an
audience with the Emperor in 1879. (Strictly speaking, Robun’s text is
not a translation per se, and Miller resorts to calling it a “translation of
Grant’s life.”) After a brief comparison with another contemporary
account of Grant’s life by John Russell Young, Miller details the adaptive
features of Robun’s biography, noting its generic resemblance to
traditional Japanese comic gesaku fiction. In the narrative itself,
manipulation with the facts makes it clear that Robun intended to
downplay Grant’s Otherness and turn what would be culturally strange
into what was familiar to Japanese readers. The description of Grant’s
travels is reminiscent of other travelogues at the time. The meteoric rise
of Grant is comparable to those of Meiji heroes. Other parallels, like
those between the American Civil War and the Japanese Civil War, are
discernible in the story as a means of bridging the knowledge gap for
Japanese readers, making possible what Miller calls a “reconciliation” of
American life and Japanese text.
By contrast, San’yutei Encho’s Eikoku koshi is characterized by Miller
as an “experiment in adaptation.” It is experimental in that it is based on
an oral source (a mediating translation, in fact) rather than the original
novel by Reade, and even in printed form it contains the modalities of a
Meiji storyteller’s discourse. While Encho uses what we would today call
“localization” strategies, turning English proper names into Japanese ones,
the foreignness nevertheless still remains. This belies the commonly held
but mistaken conception that adaptations must of necessity be
domesticated translations. The appropriation of Western cultural elements
in the story is selective rather than exhaustive. Among the most striking
additions made by Encho to the text are the act of seppuku (ritual suicide)
committed by the villain and references to the hero’s filial piety, which is
supposed to earn him Heaven’s reward. The most significant deletion is
the theme of madness (linked to Reade’s concern for reform in the
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asylums) and its replacement by a murder plot (signifying social violence).
Overall, Victorian concerns are overshadowed by Meiji ones.
The third adaptation, Futagokoro by Tsubouchi Shoyo, is of special
interest by virtue of its textual hybridity and the way it reveals Shoyo’s
translation poetics. It is hybrid not only because it exhibits a mixture of
the genres of fiction and drama, but also because Shoyo does not aim at
the thorough accommodation of foreign elements. Most notably, the
novel’s protagonist, a soldier fighting for the Southern troops who gets
wounded in the American Civil War, is given the Japanese name of Kogure
Rishiro—in the source text, The False Friend, he is Lucian Gleyre. In
cataloging the correspondences and differences between the source and
target texts, Miller pinpoints the difficulties of the adaptive writer who
“seeks to preserve the spirit of the original while recognizing the
constraints of literal translation” (139). In effect, he has to negotiate
between Japanese culture and an American text. The resultant hybrid is
evident not only in the text, but also in the book cover and an internal
illustration, which Miller discusses cogently at some length.
Miller’s book provides an excellent opportunity for translation
scholars to reconsider some of the seminal issues related to the
understanding of adaptations/translations. The reader notices that Miller
does not make a distinction between adaptations and adaptive translations,
as the two terms are used as rough synonyms in the book. While that is
generally acceptable practice, there are times when finer distinctions still
need to be made. For instance, Robun’s Gurando-shi den Yamato busho is
more an adaptation than an adaptive translation, based as it was on a
body of written biographical material on General Grant. Shoyo’s
Futagoroko is closest to an adaptive translation, since its manifold
correspondences to the source text by Edgar Fawcett can be clearly
demonstrated. More problematic is Encho’s Eikoku koshi, which bears a
tenuous relationship to the oral summary of Reade’s novel provided by
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an intermediary, most possibly Fukuchi Ochi. Even Encho states in his
Preface that his work is “not a translation but rather an adaptation” (94).
In short, the three texts Miller studies are related in rather divergent ways
to their putative sources.
Throughout the book Miller contrasts adaptation with literal
translation. Their differences are encapsulated in a series of paired terms
in translations studies: license vs. literalism; naturalization vs.
estrangement; and so on. In the Japanese tradition the antithesis is
expressed in the terms hon’an and hon’yaku—counterparts of slightly
different formulations in different cultural traditions like the Chinese,
the English and the French, to name just a few. Hon’an is similar to what
we term “adaptation” or rewriting of source texts, that is, the intentional
alteration of literary texts. On the other hand, hon’yaku, a method used
mostly with scientific and medical texts, is analogous to what we would
call “literal translation.” The former connotes transmutation whereas
the latter, correspondence. Since an attempt is often made in adaptations
to minimize the cultural shock and make the translated text conform to
the expectations of readers, they often turn out to be “domesticating
translations.” By contrast, literal translations are “foreignizing” in nature.
With all these translation scholars are familiar, linked as they are to a
heated debate begun centuries ago and still carried on in modified modern
parlance.
As one reads the opening paragraph in Chapter One when Miller
(quoting Edward Young) speaks of how the contrast between originality
and imitation is mirrored in that between adaptive and literal translation,
one notices that there is an implicit disparagement of imitation, which is
somehow equated with mimicry. Should adaptive translations be
considered as creative and literal translations viewed as imitative? And
are imitations necessarily of an inferior order? Even if originality is to be
taken as the sole criterion of artistic worth, we can still assert that
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imitations can exhibit remarkable inventiveness. This calls to mind the
eminently successful parodies of Spike Milligan (of Lady Chatterley’s Lover,
the Bible, etc.) which play with the styles of noted past writers in the
same language, and, in the context of “translation” across languages, the
widely acclaimed imitations of Western fictional genres (like stream-ofconsciousness and detective novels) by Chinese writers throughout the
twentieth century. The view that adaptations are better than imitations,
as well as the privileging of translation over adaptation, needs to be
debunked.
Miller attacks the common assumption that, historically, adaptations
appeared first, followed by more literal translations. Many translation
historians might subscribe to this assumption out of a belief that, in
earlier times, the lack of linguistic competence, or even an incomplete
concept of translation, could have given rise to a preference for adaptive
translations. Miller demonstrates with his portrayal of the late midnineteenth-century translation scene in Japan that this simply cannot be
substantiated. The fact is that both styles of translation did occur
simultaneously in the period covered by the book. Even readers of today
can marshal evidence proving the co-existence of the two equally vibrant
forms. However, Miller seeks to advance explanations as to why early
twentieth-century Chinese translators opted for one rather than the other
in this way: “reformists … sought to retain (adapt) traditional culture in
light of the West, and revolutionaries … championed a more sweeping
(literal) transformation along the lines of Western ideals” (16). One cannot
help but note that his argument is untenable and does not take into
consideration the complexities of the cultural situation in China at the
time.
Perhaps the most interesting part of Miller’s discussion of the
adaptive mode of translation is his delineation of dichotomous views
from the German and the French sides. For him, to a certain extent, the
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insistence on literalism is a product of the Romantic Movement in
Germany, and the literal method is eulogized most notably by Walter
Benjamin, who is best-known for his stated preference for interlinear
translation, the extreme form of literalism. On the other hand, the
adaptive method has been prevalent during crucial periods in world
translation history; in particular, it was the preferred method of translators
during the French enlightenment. For Miller, the era of unfaithful
translations in France was only concluded with “the French turn towards
literal translation following the example of the German Romanticists”
(141). But the question of why these changes in taste occurred is still
unanswered (though it is probably beyond the scope of this book). And
how do we understand them against similar changes in East Asian
countries like Japan and China? Why, for instance, did literalism rear its
head in China in the early years of the twentieth century?
What translation studies needs at this juncture is a much expanded
concept of translation which incorporates the possibilities of its
performing other functions—those of transmutation and appropriation
—in addition to the oft-acknowledged ones of communication and
transmitting information. Miller promotes greater awareness of the
meaning and significance of the infidelities in a translated text: their
existence allows us to confront, and question, the apparently
uncontestable view of translation as mimesis. In the expanded conception,
the translator also plays many other roles than those traditionally ascribed
to him: he becomes an adapter as well as a mediator (and that was how
Robun perceived himself in relation to his biography of Grant) who
intervenes and arbitrates between cultures. On the question of whether
adaptations and redactions fall within the ambit of translation, Miller’s
book issues a resounding Yes, though many of our colleagues think
otherwise. Notwithstanding the caveats mentioned above in this article,
Miller has, as he said he intended, successfully mediated some of the
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differences between translation and adaptation; he has demonstrated “the
value of seeing adaptation as a rich component of translation studies”
by adding “a new, vibrant dimension to translation studies that have
focused on new writings, or literal translation, alone” (103-4).
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